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on the
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and the
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/TL ..
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/A6 ..
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of the
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of the
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of the
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thescanning
distance the
the distance
where e, as shown in Figure 8, is the
substiis substi(29) is
Eq. (29)
If Eq.
position. If
symmetrical position.
is
is translated from its symmetrical
forthecensolved for
equationisissolved
tuted in
the cenresultingequation
theresulting
and the
(23) and
Eq. (23)
in Eq.
then
wavelength \m
wavelength
Amof
ofthe
the modulated
modulated spectral element, then
(30)
Am = 2Pe /F ..
scanning mirror is
the scanning
that ifif the
follows from
It follows
from Eq. (30) that
is translated
translated
\m is given
in Am
change in
aa distance
distance Ae,
De, then the change
given by
by

**m*\?
DAm
=[F]Ae

.

(31)

scanthe scanwavelength ifif the
in wavelength
linearly in
scanned linearly
spectrum isis scanned
Thus,
Thus, the spectrum
ning mirror is moved linearly.
waverequiredwavetherequired
R, the
power R,
resolving power
of resolving
definition of
By
By the definition
given
is given
length change
to scan
scan through one spectral element is
8\m to
change SAm
by
(32)
SAm
/R .
\m/R
6Xm = Am
.
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conthis conInthis
Figure9.9.In
shownininFigure
configurationisisshown
Another cyclic
cyclic configuration
beam-thebeam
and the
beams and
opticalbeams
the optical
between the
angle between
figuration,
figuration, the angle
angle for
correspondingangle
thecorresponding
thatthe
fact that
45°.°. Due
splitter is 45
Due to the fact
configuration
the configuration
30°,
Figure 88 isis30
in Figure
shown in
configuration shown
the configuration
°, the
diameter beamsplitter than
smaller diameter
requires aa smaller
Figure 99 requires
shown
shown in Figure
8. In addition,
Figure 8.
in Figure
shownin
configurationshown
theconfiguration
by the
required by
that required
conthe confor the
beams for
exitbeams
andexit
incident and
the incident
between the
angle between
90° angle
the 90°
lens and the
collector lens
the collector
allows the
Figure 99 allows
figuration shown
figuration
shown in Figure
althat albeamsplitter than that
the beamsplitter
closer to the
mounted closer
be mounted
lens LLI1 to be
configuration
theconfiguration
for the
angle for
60° angle
corresponding 60°
the corresponding
lowed
lowed by
by the
shown in Figure 8.
image separation
theimage
Figure9,9,the
shownininFigure
configuration shown
For the configuration
given by
distance is given
e* ,
\/2 e*
r ==-\,5
T
(34)
mirscanning mirthe scanning
distance the
where ee*,
*, as
as shown
shown in
in Figure
Figure 9, is the distance
configuthisconfiguForthis
position. For
symmetrical position.
itssymmetrical
fromits
translated from
is translated
ror is
element
spectralelement
modulatedspectral
the modulated
of the
wavelength of
central wavelength
the central
ration, the
is given by
(35)
Xm ==X/2pe*/^
Am
iPe *IF ,,
mirror isis transscanning mirror
the scanning
\m produced
and the change in Am
produced when the
given by
Ae* isis given
distance De*
lated aa distance
Ae*
AX == [ F P] De*
am
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Since for
two laterally
laterally
Since
for these
these cyclic
cyclic configurations
configurations both of the two
separated images
the same
same optical
optical components,
components,
separated
images are
are formed
formed by the
these cyclic configurations are
are relatively
relatively rugged
rugged and
and they
they provide
provide
motion of
ofonly
only
a means
means of scanning
scanning the
the spectrum which requires motion
one
However, for both
both these
these cyclic
cyclic configuconfiguone optical
optical component. However,
rations,
rations, half
half the
the optical
optical power
power is
is directed
directed back towards the source.
Consequently, the
transmittance of
ofthese
theseconfigurations
configurations isis less
less
Consequently,
the transmittance
than
percent. Also,
Also, ifif the
the beamsplitting
beamsplitting surface
surface is
is on a subsubthan fifty percent.
strate, an optical
optical compensator
compensator of
ofthe
thesame
same thickness
thickness as
as this
this subsubbe used if the
the SIMS
SIMS is to have
have a large throughput.
throughput.
strate must be
The
second category
category of
of optical
optical configurations
configurations for
for forming
forming
The second
images isis birefringent.
11 has
the two laterally separated images
birefringent. Marechal
Maréchal"
reported the use of the
the birefringent
birefringent configuration
configuration illustrated
illustrated in
reported
Figure
birefringent configuration
configuration the spectrum
spectrum is
Figure 10.
10. For
For this birefringent
is

MIRROR
ADJUSTABLE MIRROR

COLLECTOR
LENS —?
COLLECTOR LENS

SOURCE
T

IMAGE
MIRROR

ADJUSTABLE MIRROR
MIRROR-1

Figure 12.
12.
Figure
images.

MOTOR

IMAGE

BEAMSPLITTER
AND
BEAMSPLITTER AND
COMPENSATOR BLOCK
BLOCK
COMPENSATOR

Sabater's configuration
formingtwo
twolaterally
laterallyseparated
separated
Sabater's
configuration for forming

ROTATING POLARIZER
ROTATING
POLARIZER

POLARIZER

Li
L1

SEPARATION

w DISTANCE -«

STATIONARY

ADJUSTABLE

GRILL
L2

LIGNT

IÑ
BIREFRINGENT
PRISMS
COLLECTING

DETECTOR
DETECTOR
FRINGES

LENS

Figure
birefringentSIMS
SIMS configuration.
Figure 10.
10. AAbirefringent

scanned
varying the separation
separation distance
distance between
between the birebirescanned by
by varying
fringent prisms,
prisms, and
fringes are
across aa stationary
fringent
and the fringes
are translated across
grill
means of
of aa rotating
rotating polarizer.
polarizer. Since
Since for
grill by
by means
for this
thisconfiguraconfiguration the optical
optical beams
beams are
are sheared
sheared within the
the solid
solid birefringent
birefringent
prisms,
configuration is
particularly rugged.
rugged. It
should be
be
prisms, this
this configuration
is particularly
It should
possible
use fieldfield-widened
Wollaston prisms12
prisms 12 as
birepossible to use
widened Wollaston
as the birefringent
of this
this conconfringent prisms
prisms in
in order
order to
to maximize
maximize the
the throughput of
figuration.
Configurations
cyclic and birefringent
birefringent ones which
which
Configurations other
other than cyclic
form
form two laterally separated images
images constitute
constitute the third category.
category.
Examples
in Figures
Figures 11
11 and 12.
12.
Examples of
of such
such configurations are shown in
ADJUSTABLE
MIRROR
ADJUSTABLE MIRROR
BEAMSPLITTER
BLOCK
BEAMSPLITTER BLOCK

COMPENSATOR
PLATE
IMAGE

COLLECTOR
LENS
COLLECTOR LENS
SOURCE

ADJUSTABLE
MIRROR

Modulation
Demodulation
Modulation and
and Demodulation
As
has
been
explained
previously,
amplitude modulation of the
As has
explained previously, amplitude
element can
can be
be produced
produced by
bygenerating
generating relative
relative
selected spectral element
motion between
betweenthe
thefringe
fringepattern
patternand
andthethe
grill.The
Thetime
time-varying
motion
grill.
- varying
portion of the
the detector
detector signal
signal isis proportional
proportional to
to this
this optical
optical
portion
power
fact that
that ititisisvery
very difficult
difficult to
to
power modulation.
modulation. Due
Due to
to the fact
maintain the frequency
frequency of
of this
thismechanically
mechanically generated
generated modulamodulamaintain
at aaprecise
precise constant
constantvalue,
value,synchronous
synchronous demodulation
demodulation is
tion at
is
usually
to achieve
achieve aanarrow
narrowelectrical
electrical noise
noise bandwidth.
bandwidth.
usually required to
However,
demodulationisis used,
used, areference
a referencewavewaveHowever, if synchronous demodulation
form containing information about
about the
the relative
relative motion
motion between
between
form
grill and
must also
also be
be generated.
generated.
the grill
and the fringe pattern must
(12) indicates
indicates that
thatthe
thenormalized
normalizedtimetime-vary
ing porEquation (12)
varyingportion of the detector
detectorsignal
signal isis given
given by
v = cos 2Trx0/p
2Kx Q /p .
(37)
Hence,
v
will
vary
between
its
maximum
andminimum
Hence, will
between its maximum and
minimum values,
values,
if xo
XQ varies
varies between
between zero
zero and
and an
an integral
integral multiple
multiple of
of pp/2.
/2. In aa
practical SIMS
SIMS itit is
is advantageous
advantageous to
make the
the variation
variation of xo
JC Q
practical
to make
small
large, because
because then
then ititisiseasier
easier to
to implement
implement
small rather
rather than large,
synchronous demodulation
the method
method of
ofaberration
aberration neuneusynchronous
demodulation and the
tralization discussed
discussed in
section is more effective.
effective.
in the next section
The
reason it is
is easier
easier to
to implement
implement synchronous
synchronous demodulademodulaThe reason
tion for small
small rather than
than large
large variations
variations of
of xo
x 0 stems
stems from
from the
the
fact that itit is
is much easier to control
control accurately
accurately small
small rather than
large mechanical
vary between
between exactly
large
mechanical motions.
motions. If
If XQ
xo does not vary
exactly
zero
an exact
exact multiple
multiple of
ofpp/2,
then from
from Eq,
Eq. (37)
(37) the
zero and an
/2, then
the phase
phase
of vv changes
changes abruptly when the
the mechanical
mechanical motion
motion reverses
reverses didirections.
the phase
phase of
of vv changes
changes abruptly,
abruptly, then the phase
phase of
rections. If the
the fundamental of
of the
the reference
referencesignal
signal must
must also
also change
change abruptly. If this
this abrupt
abrupt phase
phase change
change in
in the
the fundamental
fundamental of
of the
ly.
the referreference signal
signal is large,
large, aa practical
practical synchronous
ence
synchronous demodulator
demodulator may
may
lose its synchronization
synchronization with the
the reference
reference signal
signal and require
require a
lose
to relock
relock onto
ontothe
thereference
referencesignal.
signal.
finite time to
If xo
#0 varies
varies between
between zero
zero and
and p/2
p/2ininthe
thetriangular
triangular fashion
fashion
in Figure
Figure 2(a),
2(a), then
thenvvisisaapure
purecosine
cosine function
functionof
illustrated in
oftime.
time.
However, since
by aa mechanical
mechanical motion,
motion, higher
However,
since XQ
xo is generated by
higher
frequencies can
can be
be achieved
achieved ifif xo
XQ varies
varies in
modulation frequencies
in aa cosincosinusoidal fashion rather
rather than
thanaatriangular
triangularfashion.
fashion.IfIfthe
thecosinusoidcosinusoidal function
.

IMAGE

*o(0=124""^(11 "cos
x0(t)
T- cos cor)
wt)

(38)

Figure 11.
11. Prat's
Figure
configuration for forming
forming two
twolaterally
laterallyseparated
separated
Prat's configuration
images.

of Figures
Figures 11
11 and
and 12
12have
havebeen
beenused
used by
by Prate
Prat2
The configurations of
and Sabater,
Sabater, respectively.
respectively. These
These configurations
configurations have the
the disaddisadand
vantage
optical components
components must
must be
be simultaneously
simultaneously
vantage that
that two optical
moved
the image
image separation
separation distance
distance T.
T. However,
However, large
moved to alter the
large
values of T can
values
can be
be achieved
achieved with
with these
these configurations.

Eq. (37), then
is substituted in Eq.
v = 2J1(tr
2/1 (7T/2)cosco?
(7r/2)cos3cor+
,.. ,
/2) cos cot --2/3
2/3(1112)
cos 3cot + ...
(39)
/i,/3,.../£ are
are Bessel's
Bessel's functions
functions of
of the
the first
first kind
kind of
of order
order
where J1iJ3,...Jk
Since Jl
(n/2)
k. Since
J1(ir
/2) is
is equal
equal to 0.567,
v = 1.13 cos cor
wt
(40)
if the higher harmonies are eliminated by
by electronic
electronic filtering.
filtering.
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Figure 13.
13. SIMS
Figure
SIMS configuration
configuration which
which eliminates
eliminates the need
need for relative
relative
motion between
between the
the grill
grill and
and the
the fringe
fringe pattern.

The configuration
shown in
in Figure
The
configuration shown
Figure 13
13 eliminates
eliminates the need
need
relative motion between the grill
for relative
and the fringe
grill and
fringe pattern. This
configuration, which
which was
was suggested
suggested by Fortunato
Fortunatoand
and Maréchal,9
Marechal, 9
is
same basic principle
is based
based on the same
principle as
as the
the statistical
statistical configuration
configuration
of Girard's grill
grill spectrometer. If
If one
one grill
grill is located with
withjcx00 equal
to zero
zero and
and the
the other
othergrill
grill isis located
located with
with x0
JC Q equal
equal to
top/2,
p /2, then
then
Eq. (37) indicates
indicates that the
Eq.
the difference
difference between
between the
the signals
signals from
from
the
detectors behind
behindthese
these grills
grills is the required
the two detectors
required measurement.
Since this
configuration eliminates
for relative
relative motion
Since
this configuration
eliminates the need for
between
between the grill
grill and the fringe
fringe pattern, itit should
should prove
prove useful
useful
for measuring rapidly changing
changing sources.
sources.
Optical
Optical Aberrations

The
The optical
optical quality
quality of
of the
the collector
collector lens
lens shown
shown in
in Figures
Figures 88
through
through 12
12 is
is not
not critical
critical because
because the
the optical
opticalbeam
beam isis sheared
sheared
through this lens.
after passing
passing through
lens. The condenser
condenser lens
lens L2
L 2 need not

be
highly corrected either,
either, because
because its
its only
only function
function is
is to direct
direct
be highly
the
optical radiation
radiation onto
onto the
the detector.
detector. The
The optical
optical quality
quality of
the optical
the remaining
remaining optical
optical components
componentsisismore
morecritical
criticalsince
since they
they dedetermine
path differences
differences upon
upon which
whichthe
thefringe
fringe formation
formation
termine the path
depends.
corrected for
foran
anobject
objectatatinfinity.
infinity.The
ThetranstransLens LI
L1 must be corrected
verse aberration of
of this
this lens
lensfor
formeridional
meridionalray
rayfans
fansmust
mustbe
besigsigverse
nificantly less than
than the
the grill
grill period.
period. However,
However, the
thetransverse
transverse aberaberration of
of this
this lens
lens for
forsagittal
sagittalray
rayfans
fanscan
canbe
besignificantly
significantly larger
larger
than the
the grill
grill period.
period. The
The minimum
minimum grill
grill period
period must
mustbe
besignifisignificantly
greater than the diffration
diffration limit
limit of
oflens
lens L
L 1i .. Distortion in
cantly greater
causes the fringes
fringes to be
be curved
curved rather
rather than
thanstraight
straight and
and
lens LI
L1 causes
also causes
causes aa gradual
it also
gradual change
change across
across the
the focal
focal plane
plane of
of LI
Li in the
fringe
can be
be neutralized
neutralized
fringe period.
period. However,
However, some
some distortion
distortion in LLi1 can
by using
using aa photograph of
of a monochromatic
monochromatic fringe
fringe pattern formed
by the SIMS
SIMS as the grill.
grill
The
the optical
optical components
componentswhich
which shear
shear the
the optioptiThe quality
quality of the
cal
beam must
must be such
such that
that the
thepath
pathdifference
difference errors
errors which
which
cal beam
introduce are
areless
less than
thanXA/2.
they introduce
/2.
commonlynecessary
necessarytotoneutralize
neutralizeresidual
residualdisdisIn practice itit isis commonly
by the
thephotographic
photographictechnique
techniquejust
justdescribed.
described. But
But since
since
tortion by
photographic process
process isis limited
limited to
tothe
thevisible
visible and
and near
near infrainfrathe photographic
spectral regions,
regions, new methods of
of producing
producing grills
grills to match
match
red spectral
shape of
of the
the fringes
fringes need
need totobebedeveloped.
developed. Three
Three possible
possible
the shape
are suggested
suggested here.
here. First,
First,aareflective
reflectiveSIMS
SIMS configuraconfiguramethods are
might be
be developed.
developed. Since
Since such
such aa configuration
configuration would
would have
have
tion might
no chromatic aberrations,
aberrations, aa grill
grill for
for use
use in
in the
the infrared
infrared spectral
spectral
region
be produced
producedby
byphotographing
photographingvisible
visible light
light fringes.
fringes.
region could be
SIMS might be
be designed
designed to
tohave
have the
thesame
sameshape
shape fringes
fringes
Second, aa SIMS
at one
one particular
particularvisible
visible wavelength
wavelength as
as ititdoes
doesin
in the
the infrared
infraredspecspectral region. Then aa photograph
photographof
ofthe
thefringes
fringes formed
formed at
at that
thatwavewavecould be
be used
used as
as the
thegrill
grill in
in the
theinfrared.
infrared. Third,
Third, the
the optioptilength could
cal prescriptions
prescriptions of
components might
might be
be used
used in
in aa comcomcal
of the components
puter software
software program
program which
which computes
computes the
the fringe
fringe pattern,
pattern, and
and
computer-generated
grill could be produced
produced for
foruse
use in
in the infraa computer
-generated grill
red.

Figure
State University's SIMS
SIMS prototype.
prototype.
Figure 14.
14. Utah
Utah State
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Utah State
State University's
University's SIMS
SIMS Prototype
Utah
Prototype
SIMS experimentation
is currently
SIMS
experimentation is
currently being conducted
conducted by the author
author

frequency.
the modulation frequency.

with
laboratory prototype shown
shown in Figure
Figure 14.
14. This
This protowith the laboratory
based on
on the
thecyclic
cyclic configuration
configuration of
ofFigure
Figure9.9.Lens
LensLL±
type isis based
1
five-element
is a five
-elementlens
lenswith
withaafocal
focallength
lengthof
of 41.2
41.2 cm,
cm, an
an entrance
pupil
7.8 cm,
cm, and
anda ahalf
halfangle
anglefield
fieldofofview
viewofof2.6
2.6°.
Itswave
wave-pupil of 7.8
°. Its
front
aberration isis on
1.20 jum
front aberration
on the
the order
order of
of A/4
X/4 from
from .63
.63 to
to 1.20
µm ifif
slight
slight adjustments
adjustments are
are made
made in
in the
the location
location of the focal
focal plane.
plane.
The
are mounted
mounted in
intwo
twocells
cells with
with aa piezopiezoThe elements
elements of
of lens
lens Z/i
Li are
electrically
between the
the two
electrically rotated
rotated plane
plane mirror mounted between
twocells.
cells.
The
is translated
translated across
across aa stationary
stationary grill
grill by
by small
small
The fringe
fringe pattern is
rotations of this plane mirror.
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Conclusions
The
most advantageous
advantageous properties
SIMS are its
its large
The most
properties of
of the SIMS
large
throughput capability
capability and
and its
itsminimal
minimalsignal
signalprocessing
processing requirerequirement.
of aa SIMS
SIMS can be made hundreds of times
ment. The throughput of
times
larger
larger than
than that of a grating monochromator which has optics of
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SIMS.The
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signalprocessing
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signal processing
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real time
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There
are other
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advantageous properties
There are
properties of the
the
SIMS which
optical configuration used
SIMS
which are
are dependent
dependent on
on the optical
used to
form
laterally separated
separated images
images of the source.
source. All
All such
form the two laterally
discussed in this
this paper
paper yield
yield SIMS
optical configurations discussed
SIMS designs
which
scan the spectrum linearly in wavelength
wavelength when
which scan
when the tuning
components
of the
the cyclic
cyclic and
and birecomponents are
are linearly
linearly translated.
translated. Each of
birefringent
fringent configurations has
has aa single
single tuning
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component; the other
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configurations have
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the cyclic
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birefringent configurations
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performance
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performance of the SIMS
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to match the shape of the
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the SIMS
SIMS optics
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neutralize residual
residual distortion,
distortion, 2)
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the two
laterally
source in
laterally separated
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images of
of the
the source
in the entrance
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lens which
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correction in
in
order to minimize
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of this
this lens,
lens, 3)
3) using
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ofspectral
spectral elements
optical
bandpass filter
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to limit the number
elements
which
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the photon
photon noise,
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which reach
reach the
the detector in order
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relative displacement
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between the grill
fringe
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of time
time in
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pattern a cosinusoidal
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